Integrated high temperature gas sensor system based on bulk acoustic wave resonators
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Abstract

A high temperature gas sensor system based on bulk acoustic wave resonators is developed. The system consists of CeO 2 coated langasite resonators with a special electrode design to detect mechanical and conductivity changes in the sensor film. The data acquisition is performed using a specialized compact impedance analyser and a data processing software using methods of computational intelligence. The system is tested in different atmospheres containing mixtures of CO and H 2 and exhibits selectivity to these gases.
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1. Introduction

Due to the increasing relevance of PEM fuel cells highly effective fuel reformers are required. In particular, the formation of CO must be minimized to prevent catalyst poisoning of the PEM fuel cells. An improved reformer performance and the suppression of the unwanted by-product of the reforming process, CO, is expected if already the first reforming step at about 600–700 °C can be monitored and controlled by appropriate sensors. However, for the distinction of CO and H 2 at high temperatures new sensor concepts are demanded.

Aim of the work is the demonstration of the capabilities of a new sensor system to distinguish between these two gases at high temperatures. The investigations of other gas mixtures is beyond the scope of this paper. Common metal oxide based conductivity gas sensors show only limited selectivity on H 2 and CO. The influence of these gases on the conductivity is very similar. Optical sensors permit indeed a distinction of H 2 and CO, but high costs prevent an application in small- and medium-scale systems.

The selectivity improvement of metal oxide based sensors, requires additional information about the sensor films. Resonant sensors, e.g., bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators, allow the detection of resonance frequency shifts caused by changes in mechanical properties of the sensing layer. For example, density (or mass) and stiffness are determined by gas phase dependent variations of the sensor film stoichiometry. Using this information in addition to the conductivity delivers often orthogonal information about the gas composition.

New high temperature stable piezoelectric materials like langasite (La 3 Ga 5 SiO 14 ) and gallium orthophosphate (GaPO 4 ) enable the development of such improved sensors. These materials can be excited to bulk acoustic waves at temperatures up to 1470 and 900 °C, respectively. At higher temperatures a higher damping of the resonators due to increasing bulk conductivity occurs. This leads to broader resonance spectra, but an exact determination of the resonance frequency is still possible. Further, at temperatures of about 600 °C the stability of langasite is ensured at oxygen partial pressures down to 10 −20 bar [1]. Therefore, the latter material is suitable for gas sensing applications in reducing atmospheres and can be operated in the first stage of a fuel reformer.

This paper presents a sensor system based on langasite bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators. The overall system (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1. Sensor system overview.

The sensor system consists of a high temperature stable piezoelectric resonator coated by a sensor film, an alumina holder, an impedance analyser for data acquisition and a data processing software using methods of computational intelligence for obtaining the present gas concentration.

2. Sensor system description

2.1. Resonator and holder

Langasite BAW resonators coated with a metal oxide sensor film are used as sensing element within the sensor system. The design of the resonators is shown in Fig. 2. Thereby, keyhole shaped platinum electrodes of different diameter are deposited at the front and rear side of each resonator. Layout A represents the situation where the sensor film is deposited on the larger electrode. In particular, it does not exceed the electrode area. Consequently, the platinum electrode fixes the electrode area independently of the sensor film conductivity and the resonance behaviour is solely determined by mechanical properties of the sensor film (microbalance mode). In contrast, layout B is featured by a sensor film deposited on the smaller electrode. The diameter of the sensor film exceeds the platinum electrode and corresponds approximately to that of the larger rear electrode. This configuration leads to sensor film conductivity dependent effective electrode areas (conductivity mode). Electrical and mechanical changes can be determined simultaneously using both electrode layouts. Consequently, a single data acquisition technique can be applied which simplifies the data acquisition and reduces the costs of the sensor system.

2.2. Data acquisition electronics

In order to characterise the resonance behaviour of the langasite resonators at high temperatures, a measurement device is preferred which provides multiple information such as frequency shift and damping figure. Normally, conventional low cost oscillator circuits cannot fulfil this requirement. In particular, they may fail to excite resonant gas sensors since they are highly damped at high temperature. Considering these limitations, a data acquisition device based on impedance measurements is necessary. For most impedance spectroscopy applications precise commercial impedance analysers are available, covering a broad impedance and frequency range. All these commercial analysers are bulky and costly thus being suited as laboratory devices but not as sensor electronics for industrial applications with requirements of small size and low cost. Therefore, a compact and fast impedance analyser was developed. The device is specially adapted to the frequency range of the resonators and well suited for process control applications.

The developed sensor interface for measuring the complex impedance depending on frequency consists of three main parts (Fig. 3):

1. a sweep generator to generate the frequency swept sine signal which excites the gas sensor in the vicinity of the fundamental mode (5 MHz) and of the 3rd overtone (15 MHz),

Fig. 2. Cross section of the used electrode and sensor film layout for microbalance (A) and conductivity (B) mode.

Fig. 3. Sensor electronics for the compact impedance analyser.
(2) an input stage to connect the gas sensor with the sensor electronics and
(3) an impedance analyser, which detects the reference signal and the signal of the device under test and calculates the complex sensor impedance $Z(\omega)$ at each frequency.

Amplitude and phase of sine signal $V_Z$ in Fig. 3 is depending on the complex sensor impedance and thus the complex voltage ratio $\xi(\omega)$ in Eq. (1) is determined on that impedance, too.

$$\xi(\omega) = \frac{V_Z(\omega)}{V_{\text{ref}}(\omega)} = \frac{|V_Z(\omega)| |V_{\text{ref}}(\omega)|^{-1} e^{j\phi_V}}$$

(1)

The wiring of the resonator holder and the properties of the impedance analyser should not influence the result of the measurement. In practice, the electronics parameters (e.g. stray capacitances) are unknown. Thus, a calibration must be done to accurately calculate the complex sensor impedance $Z(\omega)$ [2].

The developed sensor electronics is shown schematically in Fig. 4. A Direct-Digital-Synthesizer (DDS) is used to generate the frequency swept sine signal. Its output spectrum contains the fundamental plus aliased signals (images) and therefore a low-pass filter is implemented to suppress the effects of non-harmonic images and other spurious signals.

Based on transmission method the input stage is made up of reference channel with $V_{\text{ref}}$ and measuring channel with $V_Z$. Attenuators used in both channels decouple the sensor impedance from sensor electronics and realise adaptation to characteristic impedance of connecting cables. The complex impedance is determined using a combination of a Direct-Sampling-Technique (DST) and a sine correlation method. Using the DST, both sine waves $V_Z$ and $V_{\text{ref}}$ are directly analogue-to-digital converted without extended analogue signal pre-processing. Following, the amplitude $|V|$ and phase $\omega V$ of the corresponding sampled sine wave are determined using the sine correlation technique determines. This combination of both techniques rejects harmonics and DC-offsets very well, and noise effects are significantly reduced by the selection of appropriate integration times (respectively by the number of samples). A specific Field Programmable Gate Array Logic (FPGA) hardware implementation allows real time digital signal processing for the sine correlation method. With using amplitude and phase for sampled sine wave $V_Z(\omega)$ and $V_{\text{ref}}(\omega)$ at each frequency, the microcontroller ($\mu$C) calculates the complex voltage ratio $\xi(\omega)$

respectively the complex sensors impedance $Z(\omega)$ according to (2).

2.3. Data processing

To by-pass the problem of analysing a complex physical model the data processing is performed by methods of computational intelligence, in particular clustering. This also permits an easier evaluation of multidimensional data sets. The applied data processing can be divided into two main parts, the learning/calibration phase and the working phase (Fig. 4). During the learning/calibration phase, a phenomenological model of the resonance behaviour is used to extract significant features from the measured data. Based on known gas concentrations these features are used to classify the data and to assign them to a certain number of clusters. The resulting classification set is used to acquire the unknown gas mixture from the recorded data during the working phase.

The required features for classification are extracted from the impedance spectra of the resonators, which are measured in the vicinity of the resonance frequency. The maximum of the real part of the admittance can be described by a Lorentzian function. The parameters of this function are determined using a non-linear Levenberg–Marquardt fit procedure. The data presented here bases on the evaluation of the peak frequency $f$ and is used as parameter for cluster analysis. A temperature compensation using the 3rd overtone of the resonator, as described in [1], is performed and suppresses effectively temperature dependent fluctuations of the resonance frequency. The temperature compensated frequency $f_{\text{ref}}$ is obtained for the resonators operated in the microbalance ($f_{\text{MM}}$) and conductivity ($f_{\text{CM}}$) mode to build a two-dimensional feature vector for clustering.

The process of clustering can be described as the minimization of the cost function $J$ (see Eq. (2)). Every $x$ of $N$ feature vectors has a distance $d$ to a cluster-prototype $v$ of $C$ clusters and belongs to a cluster with a membership value of $u_{j, v}$. Thereby $x$ is a single feature vector and $N$ the total number of feature vectors.

$$J_q(U, V) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{c=1}^{C} (u_{j, c})^m d_q(U, x, v_c) \rightarrow \min_{U, V}$$

(2)

The determined clusters represent features of certain gas mixtures and are obtained during the learning/calibration phase. After that, an unknown gas composition can be acquired by calculating the distance of a feature measured during the working phase from this cluster-prototype. In Section 4.2 the application of clustering methods is shown at real measurement data.

3. Test procedure

A sensor system equipped with CeO$_2$ coated resonators is examined at 600°C. The used resonators are machined using a Czochralski-grown langasite single crystal provided by the Institute of Crystal Growth (Berlin-Adlershof, Germany) [3]. Disks
are cut perpendicular to the y-axis and polished subsequently. The thickness of the resonators is 270 μm leading to a resonance frequency of about 5 MHz. The platinum electrodes and the CeO$_2$ sensor films are deposited on the resonator using pulsed laser deposition (KrF excimer laser, $\lambda = 248$ nm, 200 mJ pulse energy). The sensor film of the resonator operated in microbalance mode is thereby twice as thick (400 nm) as on the resonator operated in the conductivity mode (200 nm) to increase the influence of the mechanical properties on the resonance frequency.

The measurements are realized using a gas tight furnace, where gas mixtures of argon containing 0.25% CO or H$_2$ or a mixture of these gases can be supplied. A constant oxygen partial pressure is adjusted by adding oxygen to the gas mixture using a zirconia oxygen ion pump (ZIROX GmbH, Germany). Thereby, the oxygen partial pressure ranges from $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-20}$ bar at gas flow rates of 20 cm$^3$ min$^{-1}$.

4. Results

4.1. CeO$_2$ sensor films

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the temperature compensated resonance frequency $f_{tc}$ from the oxygen partial pressure for different gas mixtures. The resonators operated in different modes (microbalance and conductivity mode) exhibit different curve progressions. Furthermore, both resonators show a different behaviour to a given gas mixture, which can be ascribed to different effects taking place in the electrical and mechanical properties of the sensing layer. The variation of the frequency in conductivity mode is thereby significant larger than in the microbalance mode.

The frequency shift of the resonator operated in the conductivity mode is caused by a change of the effective electrode diameter due to changes in sensor film conductivity [4]. At high $p_{O_2}$, the sensor film is insulating and an excitation of the resonator only takes place at the platinum electrodes. At low $p_{O_2}$, the conductivity of the sensor film increases and the CeO$_2$ film acts like an additional electrode area for excitation. Since mass sensitivity has a Gaussian distribution and the mass load on the resonator is non-uniform, the broadening of the excited area leads to an increase of the mass sensitivity in the area of the platinum electrode. Therefore, the platinum electrode appears to be heavier and leads to a frequency shift of the resonator.

The existence and determination of two different effects within sensor film leads to a significant improvement of the sensor selectivity and enables a distinction of H$_2$ and CO at high temperatures. Considering the standard deviation of the frequency measurements of about 2.5 Hz and a frequency change of 150 Hz between the mixtures containing CO and H$_2$, a sensor sensitivity of 1.7% can be expected using CeO$_2$ sensor films.

Previous measurements using TiO$_2$ sensor films [4] showed gas sensitivity between $p_{O_2} = 10^{-20}$–$10^{-15}$ bar, only. In contrast CeO$_2$ is applicable at higher oxygen partial pressures up to $p_{O_2} = 10^{-5}$ bar and offers therefore a larger application range.

4.2. Data evaluation

The data processing methods described above are applied to the obtained data sets. In order to test a promising feature space, the temperature compensated and normalized frequencies are plotted versus each other. As seen in Fig. 6, these parameters lead to a promising feature set, which can be used for clustering. Well-defined groups representing different gas mixtures can be distinguished.

![Fig. 6. Temperature compensated and normalized frequencies of microbalance and conductivity mode.](image)
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